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Abstract

The approximation of implicit planar curves by line segments is a very
classical problem. Many algorithms use interval analysis to approximate this
curve, and to handle the topology of the final reconstruction. In this article,
we use discrete geometry tools to build an original geometrical and topological
representation of the implicit curve. The polygonal approximation contains few
segments, and the Reeb graph permits to sum up efficiently the shape of the
curve. Furthermore, we propose two algorithms to process local cells refinement
and local cells grouping schemes. We illustrate these schemes with a global
system that efficiently handles manual or automatic fast updates on the global
reconstruction, by considering topological or geometrical constraints.

Key words: Implicit curve approximation, interval arithmetic, irregular grid,
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1 Introduction

In Computer Graphics, the polygonal approximation of an implicit planar curve
is a classical problem. Indeed, since such a curve is a very complex object, it
becomes hard to plot it, or to apply non-analytical operations, like boolean operators
(union, intersection, etc.). The approximation by line segments allows to quickly
carry out those tasks. In this case, the problem is to compute a polygonal object L
approximating the curve C, given by the solutions of its associated function f :

C = {(x, y) ∈ Ω : f(x, y) = 0} such that f : Ω ⊆ R
2 −→ R (1)

To handle this polygonal approximation problem, most tracing algorithms [14, 17,
18, 23, 30] use interval arithmetic (or interval analysis) to approximate C with a set
of two-dimensional (2-D) rectangles (or intervals) E . Interval arithmetic, introduced
by R.E. Moore in the 1960s-1970s [15, 16], defines classical arithmetic operators and
more complex functions by considering intervals containing the real (unknown) value
computed. Those intervals are framed by two numbers representable in floating-
point. This principle permits to avoid errors in floating-point arithmetic, by framing
real quantities we manipulate with intervals. Then, by combining redefined operators
and mathematical functions, an inclusion function associated with f can be defined.
With such a function, we can test if a 2-D interval intersects or not the planar curve C.
In general, to compute the set of intervals E , tracing algorithms recursively subdivide
an initial large interval I into intervals that intersect C. This loop stops when all
the resulting intervals are smaller enough to approximate at best. Moreover, this
refining scheme can be topologically controlled. J.M. Snyder [23] proposes to test if
an interval is globally parameterizable to correctly plot implicit curves and surfaces. S.
Plantinga and G. Vegter [18] choose to maintain a balanced quadtree [21]. Finally, the
polygonal approximation L of C is performed by tracing one segment in each interval
I, by computing the point where C enters and the one where it leaves the rectangle
associated to I.
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In this article, we propose a system to build the polygonal approximation and to
represent the topology of C thanks to discrete geometry tools. More precisely, we
handle the description of C within an irregular partition of the plane, or irregular
isothetic grid (I-grid for short) [4]. In our framework, the cells of this grid are defined
by variable sizes and positions. We also propose a method to update the polygonal
and the topological interpretations of C with local refinement and local grouping
schemes. Thanks to the three algorithms we present here, we could implement a
two-pass algorithm that first refines intervals while a given geometrical or topological
criterion is not respected, then groups them. We could parallel this approach with
the split-and-merge image segmentation algorithm [11], where the image is subdivided
into small regions, that are then grouped together if they are homogeneous enough.

We first give details about interval arithmetic and link it with discrete geometry
by recalling some definitions and introducing the concept of irregular discrete arcs.
Then, we present the extended supercover model on an I−grid. We also recall the
invertible reconstruction of arcs into line segments described in [5]. In Section 3, we
describe our topological and geometrical reconstruction of an implicit curve based
on the Reeb graph [20] that we have proposed in [26]. Then, we present in the next
section two algorithms to handle local refinement and grouping schemes. We also give
an example of application of our system to manual and interactive approximations of
an implicit curve by lines. We finally discuss about possible extensions of our system.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Interval arithmetic

Interval arithmetic (or interval analysis) has been introduced by R.E. Moore in the
1960s [15, 16] (see also [7]. In this theory, a real quantity x is represented by an interval
x̄ = [x̄.inf, x̄.sup] of representable numbers in floating-point. Classical arithmetic
operators are defined in such a way that the obtained results are guaranteed to contain
the real quantity x. We can sum up them as follows:

x̄ ⊕ ȳ =
[

x̄.inf + ȳ.inf, x̄.sup + ȳ.sup
]

x̄ ⊖ ȳ =
[

x̄.inf − ȳ.inf, x̄.sup − ȳ.sup
]

x̄ ⊗ ȳ =
[

min
(

x̄.inf × ȳ.inf, x̄.inf × ȳ.sup, x̄.sup × ȳ.inf, x̄.sup × ȳ.sup
)

,

max
(

x̄.inf × ȳ.inf, x̄.inf × ȳ.sup, x̄.sup × ȳ.inf, x̄.sup × ȳ.sup
)

]

x̄ ⊘ ȳ =
[

min
( x̄.inf

ȳ.inf
,
x̄.inf

ȳ.sup
,
x̄.sup

ȳ.sup
,
x̄.sup

ȳ.sup

)

,

max
( x̄.inf

ȳ.inf
,
x̄.inf

ȳ.sup
,
x̄.sup

ȳ.sup
,
x̄.sup

ȳ.sup

)

]

, 0 /∈ ȳ (2)

The operators ⊕,⊖,⊗ and ⊘ are also named inclusion functions of the arithmetical
operators +,−,×, /. We can define by the same manner mathematical functions, like
sin x̄, cos x̄, log x̄, exp x̄ with intervals. In a more general way, an inclusion function
�f , associated to the planar function f , permits to estimate the set of values taken
by f on a 2-D domain I. In two dimensions, I is the cartesian product between two
one-dimensional (1-D) intervals, i.e. I = x̄ × ȳ = [x̄.inf, x̄.sup] × [ȳ.inf, ȳ.sup].

Definition 2.1 (Inclusion function, general case) Let f : R
m → R

n be a given
function. �f is said an inclusion function of f if it computes, for a m−dimensional
interval I, the n−dimensional interval �f(I) such that:

x ∈ I ⇒ f(x) ∈ �f(I) (3)
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To build a complex inclusion function �f , we combine known inclusion functions,
since �fog = �f(�g)). We can now easily implement an absence oracle. Let C be
an implicit curve given by the planar function f : R

2 → R, such that f(x, y) = 0. If
0 /∈ �f(I), then 0 /∈ f(I), i.e. f(x, y) 6= 0 for all points (x, y) in I. Clearly, I does
not intersect C.

To find the solutions of f in the original interval I, we could use an analytical
Newton like method that considers the derivatives of f . But, J.M. Snyder [23] has
proposed a simple recursive algorithm to build a set of 2-D intervals E that bounds
the function f , and conserves the topology of C. By considering an inclusion function
�f , and an initial interval I ⊂ R

2, it first evaluates �f on I. Then, by applying
the absence oracle, we can determine if I is a feasible region, that is, 0 ∈ �f(I) or
not. In the first case, I is the solution of this algorithm. Unfortunaltely, this unique
interval definitely does not represent the topology of C. Thus, we have to choose a
solution acceptance set constraint, specifying when a region may be finally accepted.
For example, I should satisfy w(�f(I)) < δ, where δ may be a small value and w is
the width of I. This condition permits to refine the solution by subdividing I into
several sub-regions. Then, the algorithm keeps on recursively treating intervals and
subdividing them by generating a quadtree [21] for example, until all the solution
intervals respect the acceptance constraint. This algorithm ensures that this set of
intervals E contains the curve C and geometrically approximate it.

2.2 Irregular discrete geometry tools

Since the birth of digital plotters on matrix screens, representing discrete objects
(lines, circles, etc.) has stund as a classical and still open problem. For example, J.
Bresenham has dealed with tracing lines [2] and circles [3] on a discrete regular grid
in the 1960s-1970s. “Regular” means that all the pixels of the grid have the same
size, and can be easily indexed. In discrete geometry, the supercover model [6, 13]
has becomed a classical model to characterize a discrete object S belonging to a
regular grid, in relation to O, the underlying real object it represents. It mainly
guarantees that O is contained into S. In the continuity of this theory, we present here
the supercover model on irregular isothetic grids. Indeed, those grids can be clearly
compared with 2-D intervals given by an arithmetic analysis for spatial approximation
of planar curves.

We first define an irregular isothetic grid, denoted I, as a tiling of the plane with
isothetic rectangles. Each rectangle P (also called cell) of I is defined by its center
(xP , yP ) ∈ R

2 and a size (lxP , lyP ) ∈ R
2. In our framework, adjacency relation is an

important feature that we depict through the following definitions.

Definition 2.2 (Adjacency) Let P, Q be two cells. P and Q are adjacent if:

or











|xP − xQ| =
lxP +lxQ

2
and |yP − yQ| ≤

l
y

P
+l

y

Q

2

|yP − yQ| =
l
y

P
+l

y

Q

2
and |xP − xQ| ≤

lxP +lxQ
2

(4)

Definition 2.3 (Arc) Let S be a set of non-overlapping cells, S is an arc if and only
if for each element of S = {Pi, i ∈ {1, ..., n}}, Pi has exactly two adjacent cells in S,
except P1 and Pn which are called extremities of the arc.

We now consider the extension of the supercover model from [6] on irregular isothetic
grids [4] to digitize Euclidean objects on I. We also present some interesting properties
of this model.

Definition 2.4 (Supercover on irregular isothetic grids) Let F be an
Euclidean object in R

2. The supercover S(F ) is defined on an irregular isothetic grid
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I by:

S(F ) =
{

P ∈ I | B
∞(P ) ∩ F 6= ∅

}

=
{

P ∈ I | ∃(x, y) ∈ F, |xP − x| ≤
lxP
2

and |yP − y| ≤
lyP
2

}

(5)

where B
∞(P ) is the rectangle centered in (xP , yP ) of size (lxP , lyP ) (if lxP = lyP , B

∞(P )
is the ball centered in (xP , yP ) of size lxP for the L∞ norm).

Proposition 2.1 Let F, G be two Euclidean objects in R
2, and an I−grid, we have:

S(F ∪ G) = S(F ) ∪ S(G)

S(F ∩ G) ⊆ S(F ) ∩ S(G)

if F ⊆ G then S(F ) ⊆ S(G) (6)

We can notice that the last inequality ican be interpreted as an inclusion function,
in respect to the interval arithmetic definition we have given before. Moreover, we
can parallel the 2-D irregular object S with the set of 2-D intervals E given by J.M.
Snyder’s algorithm. In the following, we denote any irregular object E .

We now present the arc reconstruction algorithm we use in our implicit curve
approximation algorithm (Section 3). This approach also respects the supercover
model we have just presented. The algorithm proposed in [5] permits to decompose
an irregular arc into segments. The algorithm inspired from [22] principally uses the
construction and update procedures of a visibility cone [19], and can be sketched as
follows. We first fix the extremity p0 of the first segment such that p0 ∈ P0. We
note e0 the Euclidean segment shared by P0 and P1, and we consider the first cone
C0(p0, s, t) such that s and t coincide with the extremities of e0, and {p0, s, t} are
sorted counterclockwise. Then, for each cell Pi, we consider the shared segment ei

between Pi−1 and Pi, and the current cone Cj(pj , s, t) is updated. When the update
procedure fails, the visibility cone vanishes, and a new cone Cj+1(pj+1, s, t) is set
up, and we add the point pj+1 to the reconstruction: to compute the new cone,
authors of [5] consider the bisector of the cone and define pj+1 as the midpoint of
the intersection between the bisector and the pixel Pi−1. The Figure 1 illustrates the
construction of cones in an arc, and the resulting segmentation into lines.

Figure 1: An example of the construction of cones in an arc (left), and the
reconstruction into segments we obtain (right).

3 Topological and geometrical representations of an

implicit planar curve

To represent the shape of a set of cells E built by an interval analysis algorithm [23],
we have chosen in [26] an incremental directional approach to build its associated
Reeb graph G, as in continuous space. It is an interesting structure introduced by G.
Reeb [20] based on the Morse theory [9]. This graph is also used in many applications
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for surface and curve description [10, 25, 28]. The Reeb graph G = (V,E) is associated
to a height function h defined on E , and the nodes of G represent the critical points
of h. More exactly, we denote them begin (b), merge (m), split (s) and end (e) nodes
(see Figure 2 and Algorithm 1). Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
we choose, as the height function h, the left-to-right orientation along X axis, i.e.
the height function h is defined along X axis. Moreover, we want to represent an
edge between two nodes by an irregular arc. To respect this constraint, we use a
simple procedure to update and recode an arc with one or more adjacent cells (see
Figure 3 and [26] for more details). In Algorithm 1, we present the main stages of
our reconstruction algorithm of complex irregular objects. As an arc A is associated
to an edge n1 − n2 ∈ E,n1, n2 ∈ {b, e,m, s}, and since we have chosen a left-to-right
orientation for G, we denote in this algorithm inf(A) = n1 and sup(A) = n2. For the
sake of simplicity, we say that an arc A and a cell P are k−adjacent if there exists a
cell Q in A such that P and Q are adjacent. Finally, we denote the set of irregular
arcs A and the set of line segments L, outputs of Algorithm 1.

h

(a)

h

(b)

Figure 2: (a): an example of the Reeb graph G of a continuous object E . The node
of G represent the critical points of h (maxima, minima, inflection points), and an
edge is a connected component of E between two critical points. (b): an example
of an irregular object E (left), the final recoded structure with arcs, the obtained
polygonization (right) and the Reeb graph associated to the height function f defined
on E (bottom). Finally, a node n1n2, n1, n2 ∈ {b, e,m, s} represents two nodes n1 and
n2 at the same place.

Indeed, our method builds a complete topological representation of E with the
Reeb graph G by recognizing and linking critical nodes. At the end of our approach, we
use the arc reconstruction algorithm (see Section 2) to build a polygonal description
of E . We process the geometrical reconstruction of E from merge and split nodes
(internal nodes of our structure) to the others. Thus, all the merge or split nodes in
G are represented by a single point. With this choice, we force the computed points
to be correctly placed in the cells associated to those important nodes. Moreover, a
left-to-right polygonal reconstruction would not be able to respect the symetry of the
object E . The complexity in the worst case of this algorithm is O(m × n): for all Pi,
we test all the m arcs Aj to find which cell Pi is adjacent with Aj . In Figure 4, we
present the Reeb graph and the polygonization obtained by our approach on a simple
example of a cubic curve reconstruction.

In Figure 4, we can notice that the topology is always correctly represented in
G. If δ = 0.5 (second case), the Reeb graph contains a hole. This “error” stands for
any implicit curve representation algorithm, since the interval analysis stage build a
hole in the set of cells E . The quality of geometrical and topological representations
mainly depends on the choice of the stopping criterion during this part of our system.
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Figure 3: The recognized irregular arcs and the associated Reeb graph for some
iterations of our algorithm. First, we initialize an arc with the cell with the smallest
left border. Then, we progressively update and recode arcs. The third and fourth
images present merge and split phases. We can notice that in one hand the recoding
stage is not detailed in this figure, and in the other hand the edges m − s represent
an irregular arc with one cell in this example.

Algorithm 1 Reconstruction of an object E ∈ I

Input: E = {Pi}i=1,...,n, a set of n 2-D cells in I.
Output: G = (V, E), the Reeb graph associated to E

L, the reconstruction by lines of E
A = {Ai}i=1,...,m, the set of m arcs recoding E

1- Add an edge b − e in G
2- Create the arc A1 with inf(A1) = b and sup(A1) = e {m = 1}
3- for all cells Pi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n do

4- for all arcs Aj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m do

5- if one cell Pi is adjacent with one arc Aj then

6- Update Aj with Pi

7- if p cells Pi, Pi+1, ..., Pi+p are adjacent with Aj then

8- Update Aj with Pi, Pi+1, ..., Pi+p

9- Add a split node s in G {deg(s) = p + 1}
10- sup(Aj) = s

11- Link p new arcs Am+1 = Pi, ..., Am+p = Pi+p with Aj

12- inf(Am+1) = ... = inf(Am+p) = s

13- if one cell Pi is adjacent with p arcs Aj , Aj+1, ..., Aj+p then

14- Update Aj , Aj+1, ..., Aj+p with Pi

15- Add a merge node m in G {deg(m) = p + 1}
16- sup(Aj) = ... = sup(Aj+p) = m

17- Link a new arc Am+1 = Pi with Aj , Aj+1, ..., Aj+p

18- inf(Am+1) = m

19- if a cell Pi is adjacent with any arc Aj then

20- Add an edge b − e in G
21- Create an arc Am+1 with inf(Am+1) = b and sup(Am+1) = e

22- Perform the polygonization over the set of arcs {Aj}j=1,...,m considering G
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C E A L G

Figure 4: Some results for our implicit curve reconstruction algorithm. We have
chosen the cubic function f(x, y) = y2 − x3 + x − 0.5 in the interval [−4.0; 4.0] ×
[−4.0; 4.0]. In the three cases, δ, the stopping criterion for the interval analysis part,
represents the width of the rectangles in E . We have fixed it at 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1
respectively.
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Thanks to the arc reconstruction algorithm (see Section 2), the number of line
segments is very competitive, in comparison with the classical methods of implicit
curve approximation, where a segment is built in each cell of E . Indeed, thanks to the
arc reconstruction algorithm we have prsented in Section 2, we build less segments
than the cells contained in E . For example, in Figure 4, if δ = 1.0, we have |E| = 24
and |L| = 5. Furthermore, we can notice that we propose a polygonal reconstruction
of C, even if the set of intervals is not topologically correct. In our example, the
algorithm of J.M. Snyder can not perform the curve plotting in the case δ = 1.0.

4 Dynamic reconstruction of an implicit planar

curve

In this section, we want to efficiently update our reconstruction of implicit curves,
considering one or more local refining and grouping operations (for the refining
scheme, see also [27]). We present here two efficient algorithms to locally change
the Reeb graph and the polygonal approximation we compute in Algorithm 1. G,
L and A represent the elements computed by Algorithm 1 on the original object E .
Finally, for each arc Ai ∈ A, its associated edge in G is denoted in a lower case ai.

4.1 Local refining scheme by inclusion

Let P ∈ E be a cell where we want to have a more precise decomposition, e.g. a local
quadtree refinement of from level t to t + 1. We denote the function RS the refining
scheme performed on P . Thus, RS(P ) is the set of cells in the domain bounded by
P obtained by the process RS. Thus, with those notations, our problem consists
in updating G, L and A, by considering RS(P ). First, we consider all the irregular
arcs in E that contain P . Then, we replace P with the smaller cells RS(P ), and
perform Algorithm 1 over those pixels to have a local topological and geometrical
representation of them. Then, we branch the local reconstructed arcs represented
in GP , LP and AP (associated to RS(P )) in G, L and A respectively. In Figure 5,
we illustrate the behaviour of our algorithm for the case where P belongs to one arc
(na = 1 in Algorithm 2), and when na > 1, i.e. P belongs to several arcs.

Figure 5: Examples of results for Algorithm 2. The first reconstruction (top-left)
contains one arc. Then, we choose the cell in dark and decompose it into two arcs
(top-right). This cell belongs to one arc, thus na = 1 and the edge b − e has to be
divided into two before adding the node s. The next refinement (bottom) concerns
three arcs, since we select to split the cell in dark (na > 1). This cell and its associated
node (s) are removed before inserting the new edges.
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Algorithm 2 Refine a cell in the reconstruction of an object E ∈ I

Input: An irregular decomposition E , and a cell P ∈ E
RS(P ), the local decomposition of P ∈ E by RS

G, the Reeb graph associated to E
L, the reconstruction by lines of E
A, the set of arcs recoding E

Output: G, L and A are updated
1- Find the na arcs Ak, ..., Ak+na ∈ A so that P ∈ Ak, ..., Ak+na

2- if na > 1 then {P represents a split or merge node in G}
3- Remove the node n ∈ G associated to P

4- else {P is in one arc}
5- Split ak into two edges ak, ak+1

6- Remove the polylines of L associated to the arcs Ak, ..., Ak+na

7- Remove P from Ak, ..., Ak+na

8- Algorithm 1 computes GP , LP and AP associated to RS(P )
9- for all edges a′

i ∈ GP do

10- for all edges aj ∈ G, j = k, ..., k + na do

11- if Aj and A′

i are adjacent then

12- Branch a′

i to aj

13- Merge the irregular arcs Aj and A′

i

14- Add all polylines from LP to L
15- for all arcs Aj , j = k, ..., k + na do

16- Compute arc reconstruction on Aj

To find the na arcs required by the first operation of Algorithm 2, we use a pointer
between the cell P and an arc Ak such that P ∈ Ak. If P is inside Ak, it is clear
that na = 1, and so only one arc is considered. When P stands on one of the
extremities of Ak, we have to consider all the arcs linked with Ak. Thanks to its
associated edge ak in G, and the direct access to the edges linked of G with ak, this
search operation is computed in constant time O(1). Then, the next steps change
the Reeb graph G in the set of na edges {aj}j=k,k+na

and impact the na irregular
arcs {Aj}j=k,k+na

found in the first operation. The topology of the irregular object
E is locally updated. The rest of the graph does not change. In the last phase of the
algorithm, the polygonal reconstruction is first computed in the arcs belonging to the
local refinement AP . Then, this reconstruction may be propagated to the na global
arcs in A, as in Figure 5 (top). Indeed, several strategies may be adopted. We could
also link fine local line segments to global ones. We have preferred to propagate the
reconstruction to adjacent arcs, to get an homogeneous polygonal structure. In the
worst case, the update of this structure is locally performed on AP and A, and does
not modify the rest of the reconstruction. Finally, we can notice that our algorithm
locally impact the topological and geometrical reconstruction we globally compute
for E . To perform our algorithm on several refined cells, we first update the Reeb
graph with the local graphs using the same approach. Then, we perform only once
the final polygonalization over the concerned arcs.

4.2 Local grouping scheme by inclusion

Let P1, P2, ..., Pn in E be a set of cells we want to group together (e.g., a local merge
of four nodes in a quadtree). In an interactive application, the selection of {Pi}i=1,n

should be performed by “drawing” a rectangle in the plane. In this case, we force
the user to choose packs of adjacent cells in (maybe several) arcs of A. As in the
previous algorithm, we first search all the arcs in E that contain a cell of {Pi}i=1,n.
We remove the cells of {Pi}i=1,n in those arcs and update the associated edges in G.
As in Algorithm 2, we have to consider if a cell Pi such that Pi ∈ Aj stands or not on
the extremities of Aj . Then, we replace those cells with the minimal bounding cell
B = GS({Pi}i=1,n) such that P1, P2, ..., Pn ⊆ B. The local reconstruction of this cell
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is a unique edge b − e in GB and a single point in LB . We just have to branch those
simple local informations to global ones, and perform an arc reconstruction over the
updated arcs A. In Figure 6, we illustrate two cases of our grouping cells algorithm.

Figure 6: Examples of results for Algorithm 3. The first update (top) permits to
merge two edges in the Reeb graph. The second one (bottom) does not change the
topology, but it builds a simpler polygonal reconstruction (one segment) and a very
coarse arc description. The selection drawn by the user is depicted with dotted lines.

Algorithm 3 Group cells in the reconstruction of an object E ∈ I

Input: An irregular decomposition E , and a cell P ∈ E , and a set of cells {Pi}i=1,n

GS({Pi}i=1,n) = B, the bounding cell of {Pi}i=1,n ∈ E by GS

G, the Reeb graph associated to E
L, the reconstruction by lines of E
A, the set of arcs recoding E

Output: G, L and A are updated
1- Find the na arcs Ak, ..., Ak+na ∈ A so that Pi ∈ Ak, ..., Ak+na , i = 1, ..., n

2- for all arcs Aj , j = k, ..., k + na do

3- for all cells Pi, i = 1, ..., n do

4- if Pi ∈ Aj then

5- Remove Pi from Aj

6- Update the edge aj in G
7- Algorithm 1 computes GB , LB and AB associated to B

8- for all edges aj , j = k, ..., k + na do

9- if Aj and A1 are adjacent then {AB contains only one element}
10- Branch a1 to aj

11- Merge the arcs Aj and A1

12- for all arcs Aj , j = k, ..., k + na do

13- Compute arc reconstruction on Aj

In Algorithm 3, the first search operation is still in constant time O(1) par cell Pi,
as in the previous algorithm. The next operation has to be performed on all the cells of
{Pi}i=1,n and all the arcs Ak, ..., Ak+na

. Thus, it only modify those na arcs and their
associated edges in the Reeb graph. Then, the local reconstruction by Algorithm 1
is very fast (in O(1)), since we only consider the cell B. The merging phase only
impacts global arcs and edges, and does not change the rest of our representations.
Finally, the arc reconstruction is still propagated locally in A.
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4.3 Summary

We have proposed two fast algorithms that locally update the topological information
computed by Algorithm 1 by splitting or linking nodes in the Reeb graph G. Then,
they build a new polygonal reconstruction L by only considering the na adjacent arcs
concerned by the update. Eventually, we can notice that during this stage, we always
respect the inclusion rule implied by the extended supercover model.

5 Experiments

The algorithms we have presented until now permit to define a global system
for implicit curve approximation, that refines or groups the interval analysis by
considering one or several processes: (1) like other tracing algorithms, we can control
the topology, and update intervals only if they respect a given topological constraint;
(2) contrary to those algorithms, we may also estimate the quality of the resulting
polygonal approximation. For example, the local curvature could be a relevant
feature to improve the approximation; (3) refinement and grouping processes can be
finally managed by a supervised manner. Indeed, any user could manually choose
the cells to refine or to group. In this section, we illustrate our general system
with two applications for topological and geometrical representations of implicit
curves. We first show examples of manual refining and grouping processes. Then, we
present an automatic refining program based on the local curvature of the polygonal
reconstruction of the curve.

5.1 Some examples of update operations on an implicit curve

reconstruction

In this part, we have chosen to study the function f on the interval Ω = [−1.1; 1.1]×
[−1.1; 1.1], such that f(x, y) = x2+y2+cos(2πx)+sin(2πy)+sin(2πx2) cos(2πy2) [23].
As we have presented during this article, we first discretize this function on the set E
thanks to the approach described in [23]. The width δ of the final computed ranges is
fixed: δ = 0.1 (see Figure 7 (a)). We now present some experiments for the refining
process (Algorithm 2). Indeed, we successively update the elements computed by
Algorithm 1 with local refinements by inclusion. We select several cells at each time,
and use Algorithm 2. The new cells contained in the refinement are deduced from
the same interval computation algorithm, with a smaller range width (δ = 0.05). In
the figure 7 (b), we show four times of update. The first update procedure, with
the input presented in t = 0, does not modify the Reeb graph (G0 = G1) while the
geometrical reconstruction (A1 and L1) is more precise. At time t = 1, we choose
two cells that modify the Reeb graph G1 by splitting the edges m − m and s − s.
Finally, selecting the four cells at time permits to create two new edges in G3. For
the grouping processes (Algorithm 3), we show in Figure 7 (c) the results for three
updates of our reconstruction of f . The first one does not change the Reeb graph,
the next one allows to build a simpler Reeb graph by deleting an b−m edge, and by
connecting the two neighbor s nodes. The last modification creates a split node by
connecting two edges.

5.2 An automatic refining scheme

Here, we propose to study the initial polygonalisation L and to refine the global
reconstruction when a point in L has a high radius of curvature. With this process,
we illustrate the use of an automatic refining criterion. More precisely, we first fix
a maximum radius σ̄, and we find for each arc of A the cell P where is located
a point with a radius σ > σ̄. Indeed, we suppose that the underlying real curve
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C is smooth and with bounded curvature. Finally, we refine this cell and update
the reconstruction thanks to Algorithm 2. We could iteratively refine L until the
polygonalization respects this inequality. In Figure 8, we show some iterations of this
auto refining program for the circle function x2 + y2 − 1.0 = 0.

(a)

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3

(b)

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3

(c)

Figure 7: Refining and grouping shemes results. The solution of x2 + y2 +cos(2πx)+
sin(2πy) + sin(2πx2) cos(2πy2) = 1 on [−1.0; 1.0] × [−1.0; 1.0] (top) discretized in a
set of cells by an algorithm described in [23]. For each update procedure, we show
in the corresponding table the recoded set of cells and the polygonalization (middle).
The selected cells P1, P2, ...Pn for the next iteration are presented in dark, and the
considered arcs in the Reeb Graph are illustrated in dashed lines (bottom).
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Figure 8: Some iterations for the function f : (x, y) → (x2 + y2) − 1.0. We first
illustrate the interval analysis output (top). We have fixed here σ̄ = 0.1 and the
successive discretization steps δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 0.05. We depict the arc reconstruction
(set A) and the polygonal approximation (set L). The curvature graph is illustrated,
where we dot the curvature σ of each point in the counterclockwise order, and the
max curvature σ̄ is drawn in dashed lines. Finally, the refined cells and the high
curvature points are highlighted.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this article, we have proposed a global framework for implicit curve approximation
by line segments. It includes three efficient and fast algorithms to build and update
the geometrical and topological representations of the curve. Moreover, thanks to an
original irregular discrete approach, we build a very simple polygonal approximation.
We finally illustrate the use of various criterions (local curvature, interval analysis
precision, user’s queries, etc.) that we would like to include in our system. In
particular we have presented an automatic polygonal refining program, based on the
local curvature of the reconstructed line segments.

We would like to extend our system to three-dimensions (3-D) irregular objects
recognition and representation. In this case, a 3-D set of irregular cells should be
approximated with parts of planes. However, a hard work has to be driven to build a
correct Reeb graph associated to such an object. Indeed, we shall study R. Forman’s
discrete adaptation of the Morse theory [1, 8].
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